Facilitators: FLO Analytics: Tyler Vick, Jenny Axelrod, Alex Brasch

Attendees:

Minutes
The committee read and approved the minutes from the March 6, 2018 meeting.

Background Information
Results from the community surveys were shared. Land use and zoning maps were presented, showing the breakdown between vacant building land as well as single and multi-family housing. Enrollment assessments from PSU were shared for facility capacities in the Clackamas High feeder system. The springboard proposal (an initial boundary scenario from which the committee can start from) was shared; it creates a true feeder system and meets close to the target capacities.

Boundary Review
Boundary maps of the existing boundaries were presented to contrast with the springboard proposal. Summary statistics were also presented for review.

Group Discussion
Workgroups were formed to begin reviewing the boundaries. Existing boundary maps were provided with summary statistics. The workgroups used the maps to compare and contrast the current boundaries to the springboard proposal and to begin to match the springboard proposal with the guiding principles. Groups will continue the work at the next meeting.

Committee Meeting #3 - March 21, 2018, 6:00 - 8:00 pm

Adjourned